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Introduction
•Internationally adopted children provide researchers with a unique 

opportunity to study the developmental impact of a clearly demarked 

period of early adversity such as institutionalized care on social and 

emotional development

•Joint Attention is defined as the capacity to coordinate attention with other 

people regarding objects and events: looking where someone is looking, 

initiating joint attention by holding up something for another person and 

pointing to something (Sigman & Kasari, 1995). JA has been found to be 

associated with positive emotions

•There is some evidence that early social experience affects development 

of JA skills.

•JA skills measure early in life have been found to be predictive of later 

social-emotional development (Van Hecke, et al. 2007).

•Rapid development occurs between 6 and 24 months

•Behavior Regulation refers to the child’s attempts to obtain an object, or 

elicit aid through reaching, giving, pointing or appealing

•BR is less social, more instrumental

•Social Referencing refers to a child’s use of another individuals emotional 

expressions to gain information or infer the meaning of an ambiguous 

situation of certain object

•The aim of this study is to assess the differences between post-

institutionalized children and the controls on measures social 

communication skills.

•Hypothesis: Post-institutionalized children will be significantly lower in 

initiating social interactions associated with positive emotions including 

joint attention and social referencing compared to the control group

Methods
•Sample included 20 children adopted internationally and 20 Minnesota 

born children for the control

•Age range was 18.97-27.16 months (mean age 22.54 months) at the first 

assessment

•Procedures: Children and their parents were invited to a two hour 

laboratory assessment. Children were asked to participate in a 10 minute 

free play with the parent and the examiner present. The LABTAB portion 

involved the children being exposed to unfamiliar objects and balloons and 

bubbles. 

•Coding: Sessions were taped and coded by two different coders and 

tested for reliability. The coding system was developed based on Mundy. 

Frequency of behavior was coded into JA, BR and social referencing. 

Emotionality was coded with each behavior display; JA, BR and SR

•Joint Attention was divided into upper and lower level behaviors. High JA 

behaviors: pointing, showing, eye contact with pointing, vocal 

communication initiation. Low level behaviors: alternating, eye contact

•Behavior regulation was divided into high and low level behaviors. High 

BR: give, point. Low level BR: reach, appeal

•Social referencing was divided by emotions only: positive, neutral and 

negative

Results
•JA was significantly correlated with positive emotionality (M=2.4, SD= 

3.17) t(39)= 4.78, P<.001. BR correlated with neutral or negative 

emotionality for both groups (M=9.32, SD=9.64) t(39)=6.12, P,.001

•We did not find association with age at assessment.

•We did not find significant difference in total JA , BR and Soc ref 

behaviors between two group.

•PI group performed more BRReach behaviors (MN: M=.25, SD=.55; PI: 

M=1.15, SD=1.42) t(38)=-2.64, p<.01 and BRPoint (MN: M=1.30, 

SD=1.69; PI: M=3.50, SD= 4.05) in the context of free play t(38)=-2.24, 

p<.01

•Control and the experimental groups were  significantly different  in 

frequency, of positive social referencing during the LABTAB. For positive 

SocRef in the control group (M=1.85, SD=2.56) experimental group 

(M=0.85, SD=1.04) NS

Conclusions
•Consistent with past research, results show that JA is correlated with 

positive emotionality (Venezia et al, 2004) and BR is associated with 

neutral or negative emotionality

•The results did not support the hypothesis, the PI group did not show 

significant results in displaying less JA behaviors than the control group. 

However, consistent with our hypothesis we found that PI’s exhibited less 

positive references in a new context.

•Regarding BR we see a different picture, PI children exhibited an 

increase in BR behavior during the free play. In previous research with 

high risk populations it was found that BR was predictive of negative 

social-emotional outcomes. 

•The sample size. Only 40 children were assessed, 20 in each group. Also 

free play and LABTAB portions may not be set up to generate the optimal 

opportunity to the children to IJA or IBR

•In future research in determining if initial social-communication patterns 

is predictive of long-term problems in PI children and can be used as a 

predictor in PI children, to assess risk for long-term social-emotional 

outcomes.
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Participants Female Male Origin Mean Age of 

Session

PI

N= 20

13 7 Russia, China, 

Ukriane, Philippines, 

Vietnam, Ethiopia

22.5

Months

(18.9-25.8)

MN

N= 20

15 5 Minnesota, US 22.5

Months

(19.2-27.1)
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